
Respira Pro
By New Earth Solutions

How Living Walls Can Improve 

Building Performance



Is the only living wall system that offers our clients a return on 

investment (ROI) through decreased building ventilation and 

increased occupant wellbeing. The Respira Pro system provides the 

aesthetic and atmospheric benefits of a living wall, with the 

performance of a commercial air filtration system.

Respira Pro



Our Outcomes

1. Improve indoor air quality at a more cost 

effective rate than increasing the ventilation 

would cost the building owner  

2. Contribute to LEED, WELL + ESG mandates 

to support increase property value + rental rates  

3. Offer occupants a healthier building through 

a direct connection to nature

Free Standing

Fully Integrated 

Retrofitting into an existing 

building, our goals are:

1. Decrease humidification + ventilation 

requirements saving the building owner money 

on energy  

2. Decrease the size of required commercial 

HVAC+ Humidification equipment  

3. Contribute to LEED, WELL + ESG mandates 

to support increase property value + rental rates  

4. Offer occupants a healthier building through 

a direct connection to nature  

As a new build, we can offer 

up to 30% energy reduction



Specs



The Science
Leveraging the science of biological air filtration, our system allows living 

walls to be more than just nice to look at. Through a buildup of 

microbiome, Respira effectively removes 97% of toxins found indoors and 

offers humidification to optimize building health. For years, living walls 

have been known as beautiful installations without adding any utility 

function to the building. Our team has developed a third party tested 

technology that removes toxins in accordance with ASHRAE standards. 



The Process
Design Call

We intend to prepare ahead of time so that the 

project can be executed without delays and 

within budget

Site Visit / Drawings Review

Our team will work with you on the design and mechanical integration. 

We’ll provide detailed specifications and drawings for review, including 

all mechanical requirements you may need to put in place.

Build

1. We'll ensure the proper rough in's are in place and that the 

supporting wall is waterproofed 

2. Install the basin 

3. Mount our hanging bracket to the wall before clipping the air plenum 

into place  

4. Once the air plenum is connected we install the growing frames 

5. The final step is to plant the wall and run the automated irrigation



Design
Respira Pro



Snap, Stack and Done





Custom Plant Designs 

Grown in House With a 

Selection of Over 50 Species 

Tailored to any Space



Air Handling

The air handling options are 

free standing, hybrid or fully 

integrated and we can consult 

on the best solution

Water In & Out

They system can tolerate a wide 

range on water sources: we have 

used rainwater (grey water), 

recovered water condensate and 

potable water. A sanitary drain is 

required for excess water.

Power Needs

Each system requires one 120V 

GFI receptacle in proximity to 

the wall

Structural 

Wall: 110 lbs/50 kg per sq metre  

15lbs/ 7 kg per sq foot 

Basin: As little as 220 lbs/100 kg per 

sq metre depending on the design

System 

Requirements



The Specialist's in 

Living Wall 

Maintenance With 

Turnkey Service 

Across North 

America

Proactive Remote Monitoring

Plant health 

Nutrient levels 

Air quality

Our Service

Environmental assessment 

Monthly reporting 

Lifetime warranty 

Best in class service




